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Presented paper is devoted to the simulations of atmospheric response to Carrington-
like event. 3D model SOCOL was used for this study. Authors understand that Car-
rington event really not observed in the most ice core nitrate records, nevertheless,
the results are presented in hope that it will be useful for understanding of future very
strong SPEs response.

It was supposed by the authors, that simulated event is similar to the August 1972
event with a similar energetic spectrum, but increased proton fluxes, in accordance
with supposed features of Carrington event publishes in different papers and listed by
the authors.
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It seems that presented effects for the middle atmosphere look very similar to other
strong and calculated observed SPEs in spite of increased proton fluxes used by the
authors in model runs. (such similarity needs special comments inside presented pa-
per).

It seems also that calculated changes of zonal wind (increased) need additional atten-
tion. As was published before (Krivolutsky et al, ASR’2006), and devoted to strong SPE
of July 2000, such difference may depends on the sign of basic zonal wind. When the
absolute values of zonal wind were used in mentioned paper the difference became
negative.

It’s looks important to find rather strong temperature changes in the lower atmosphere
(different for Northern and Southern polar regions). It would be well to have more
detailed explanation related to this result.

Paper may be published after a look of the authors on these comments.
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